
Features： SSH Activities in Summer

 The SSII Science Tour
August. 6th-8th Participants: 2nd year Science & Mathematics course students

ay1: Tour members left school at 7:20 in the morning and arrived at Pacifico Yokohama, one of the biggest

convention centers in Japan. They attended the student research poster ses

which included 203 schools from Japan and 23

discussion. In addition, our poster was selected to receive a

Day2: Students attended the student research presentation.

SSH Projects for three years presented their research

this. In the afternoon, they visited three facilities,

the Panasonic Digital Network Museum, and

Day3: They took lessons at NAOJ and watched the s

lecturers from Turkey are working as visiting professors with Mr. Kajino, our graduate. Although they

them all in English for more than two hours

The poster session by our school

 the seminar at Nagaoka University of technology
August. 19th-20th Participants: 2nd year Science & Mathematics course students

or two days, students visited

according to the four themes as follows. Professors and graduate students there lectured them. Some

themes were a little difficult for them, but they

lecture.

Theme Electronic area: Create your own game by

Electronic area: Experience the plasma that generated our

Electronic area: Find the secret of the Ultrafast

Environmental Chemistry area

◆ Comments from students ◆

・It was difficult for me to program, but we could do it in Japanese, so it was better to understand the

this by myself next time.

・It was great that I can learn about life in college through this program.

・We could learn about more specific contents of science and interact with new people

We will report “SSH Activities in Summer Part2

SSH Activities in Summer Part1

Science Tour Part2
year Science & Mathematics course students

Tour members left school at 7:20 in the morning and arrived at Pacifico Yokohama, one of the biggest

convention centers in Japan. They attended the student research poster session.

Japan and 23 schools from around the world. Every booth

tion, our poster was selected to receive a Poster Award, which is received

Students attended the student research presentation. 6 out of 73 schools which has been

years presented their research. Students and even teachers could have

this. In the afternoon, they visited three facilities, the National Museum of Emerging

Panasonic Digital Network Museum, and the National Astronomical Observatory of Japan(NAOJ).

lessons at NAOJ and watched the space animation in the 4D2U Dorm Theatre.

from Turkey are working as visiting professors with Mr. Kajino, our graduate. Although they

for more than two hours, students concentrated on their speech from start to

The poster session by our school At Pacifico Yokohama

the seminar at Nagaoka University of technology
year Science & Mathematics course students

or two days, students visited the Nagaoka University of technology and carried out experiments and training

according to the four themes as follows. Professors and graduate students there lectured them. Some

a little difficult for them, but they made good use of their time through the

: Create your own game by using “Nadeshiko”, the programming language.

: Experience the plasma that generated our daily lives.

: Find the secret of the Ultrafast Phenomenon!

Environmental Chemistry area: Dye different types of things.

It was difficult for me to program, but we could do it in Japanese, so it was better to understand the programming

ge through this program.

We could learn about more specific contents of science and interact with new people. /・The lecture was difficult for me, but I enjoyed it.

SSH Activities in Summer Part2” in the next issue.
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Tour members left school at 7:20 in the morning and arrived at Pacifico Yokohama, one of the biggest

. There were many posters

Every booth was having a fruitful

Poster Award, which is received by only 20 schools.

6 out of 73 schools which has been continuing

. Students and even teachers could have a great time with

Science and Innovation,

of Japan(NAOJ).

4D2U Dorm Theatre. Two of the

from Turkey are working as visiting professors with Mr. Kajino, our graduate. Although they taught

from start to finish.

50cm reflecting telescope

ed out experiments and training

according to the four themes as follows. Professors and graduate students there lectured them. Some

made good use of their time through the

, the programming language.

programming languages. I want to do

The lecture was difficult for me, but I enjoyed it.


